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RECONCILIATION

Change happens (Lemke, 1994, 1995). Quickly, as a text unfolds. Steadily, as we mature. Gradually, as our culture moves along. In this chapter I will look at change in Australian secondary school geography, drawing on some work by Robert Veel (e.g., 1998) on related changes in school science. Veel is interested in the ways in which science is “going green,” as environmental perspectives reshape the curriculum. Student writing in geography reflects changes of this kind and poses a number of challenges for genre theory as far

1A spoken version of this chapter was first presented as part of a joint address (with Anne Cranny-Francis) to the 1993 LERN (Literacy and Education Research Network) Conference-Working with Genre III; it reports on research into secondary school geography undertaken as part of the NSW Disadvantaged Schools Program’s Write It Right Project (1990-1996). I am indebted to both LERN and WIR members for their support, especially to Sally Humphrey, our geography specialist, who drew this data to my attention. For further information on LERN and WIR see Cope and Kalantzis (1993) and Christie and Martin (1997), respectively.
as text structure and curriculum are concerned. Here I want to consider how genre analysis in a functional model of language might deal with “greening” discourse and the ideology such change encodes. Basically, my argument will be that secondary school geography shows signs of having incorporated more humane environmentalist attitudes into its curriculum without necessarily incorporating the ecological understandings needed to enact these attitudes, and that these humane attitudes are not sufficiently deconstructive of the economic pressures putting our environment at risk.

My strategy for exploring discourse in relation to social change is a linguistic one, grounded in the language of specific texts. Rhetorically, I have chosen to construct the argument metaphorically as a journey from home, as it might be experienced by student writers moving into green discourse. This is a materialist stance; as a linguist, my material is language. We'll be working from text upwards to social context—from inside discourse out.

**My Place (description)**

Let's begin at home, where we first learn to find our way around. Home is something we describe, comprised of individuals, specific things, and particular places, all in relation to one another. As a ten-year-old describes . . .

Text 1. Our house is really nice. It has 9 rooms and a hallway. The nine rooms are The boys bedroom, Dad and Anne's bedroom, My bedroom which is also Dads study, The Bathroom, The Dining room, The lounge-room, Kitchen, Sunroom and last of all Anne's study. Our house is single storey and therefore is much cosier to move about from one place to another. At the front of the house are the boys room on one side of the hall and Dad and Anne’s bedroom on the other side. If you order the rooms from the front of the house to the back it would go like this My room, Bathroom, Dining room, Lounge room, Kitchen, Sunroom and Anne’s study. The front garden has a big Wattle tree, Camellias and some other flowering plants in it. There is a path that goes through the middle of the front garden. The path leads to a small tiled veranda. The back garden also has a Wattle tree. As well as the Wattle tree there is a Jacaranda tree, 3 varieties of Grevillia, some Jasmine that hangs over from one next door neighbours house, a lemon tree from the other side, a lemon tree of our own and some other plants. Our Dad has a vegetable garden that had plenty of strawberries but they all died. Now he grows some herbs including Corriander and Parsley. In his vegetable garden he also grows lemon grass and spinach. Next to the Vege garden is the garage that is only used for keeping bikes, Gardening things and the Lawn mower in. Our house is a wonderful place.

Grammatically, the text is especially concerned with place. Four clauses place parts in relation to wholes:

- It [our house] has 9 rooms and a hallway.
- The front garden has a big Wattle tree, Camellias and some other flowering plants...
- The back garden also has a Wattle tree.
- A vegetable garden that had plenty of strawberries.

There are twelve prepositional phrases that locate parts in relation to one another; six of these involve nominal groups dealing with perspective (as underlined below).

- At the front of the house
- On one side of the hall
- On the other side [of the hall]
- From the front of the house to the back
- In the middle of the front garden
- Leads to a small tiled veranda
- From one next door neighbours house
- From the other side [of the back garden]
- In his vegetable garden
- Next to the Vege garden
- The garage that . . . in

From the description you could probably draw a picture, or even a map. Neither in fact accompanied this text, which was written at home, nor at school. We see things, from the eyes of the child, as a kind of tour (Horvath, 1985; Linde & Labov, 1975)—from the front of her home to the back, as you might stroll through.

**Their Place (recount)**

From home, to school, and beyond. We move around and visit another place. And come back home. As a seven-year-old recounts . . .

**Taronga Park Zoo**

*Text 2. Last Wednesday all Year 1 went to Taronga Zoo.*

First we went to have a lesson. We all saw a ringtail possum and the teacher showed us a koala's hand. We saw a great white shark's mouth and I saw a lion.
We saw a peacock while we were having lunch and my Dad came to
the Zoo with me and monkeys and a big gorilla and we saw zebra and a
giraffe and I had a good time at the Zoo. I went back to school. I felt
good.
I liked the lion and the elephant and giraffe but the best thing was
going on the train and the ferry and the bus and I felt good going back
home and when I got back home I felt exhausted and we had a snack.
Grammatically, this text is also concerned with place (to Taronga
Zoo, to the Zoo, at the Zoo, to school, on the train and the ferry and the bus),
but equally with time (Last Wednesday, First, while, when), including several
implicit temporal connections, such as:
We all saw a ringtail possum and [then] the teacher showed us a koala’s
hand. [then] We saw a great white shark’s mouth and [later] I saw a lion.
It’s the trip that matters—travelling (went, went, came, went, going, going)
and seeing things (saw, saw, saw, saw, saw). From this text you couldn’t
draw a picture or map of the zoo, but you do know how the writer felt (I had a
good time, I felt good, I liked the lion, the best thing was, I felt good, I felt
exhausted); he shares his experience with us, as we might expect from this
story genre (Martin, 1997a; Martin & Plum, 1997). We are left with the mem-
ories of another place, and the feelings that go with them.

**Them (parts)**

Beyond experience, there is knowledge—understanding that transcends the
personal. More than a memory, as a Year 10 geography student reports . . .

**The Jaguar**

*Text 3.* In South America, the jaguar is the greatest of the hunters and its
vantage point is a tree, the jaguar leaps onto its unsuspecting prey.
Ranging to eight feet in length and 125 to 120 pounds in weight, the
jaguar is the largest of all the cats. It is stocky, muscled body, short legs
and massive chest make the jaguar a powerful and efficient hunter.
Although the jungles of Brazil form the centre of the jaguar’s homeland
they have been spotted as far away as Mexico.
Through its range, the jaguar adapts to many habitats from the
swampy marshes to the stifling rainforests. The jaguar is also a good
climber but does most of its hunting on the ground. Deer, tapir, peccary
and toucans are frequent victims but the big cat is also fond of fish.

Grammatically, this text constructs collective wisdom—based not on
personal experience but on the documents accumulating the professional and
personal experience of many others. The jaguar is identified, classified, and
described:

In South America, the jaguar is the greatest of the hunters
the jaguar is the largest of all the cats
It is a stocky, muscled body, short legs and massive chest make the jaguar
a powerful and efficient hunter.
The jaguar is also a good climber
but the big cat is also fond of fish.

With one exception 3 the tense is simple present (is, is, leaps, is,
make, form, adapts, is, does, are, is), signalling timelessness (i.e., universal
truth); and there is no modality (i.e., no doubt). With the exception of refer-
ence to two locations (Brazil and Mexico), all the nominal groups involve
generic reference—to the jaguar (meaning the class as a whole), habitats, junc-
gles, marches, rainforests, prey, victims, deer, tapir, peccary, toucans, fish.
This configuration of meanings recurs again and again in the report genre,
with a view to documenting generalizations about classes of everything in
and around our world (Christie & Martin, 1997; Halliday & Martin, 1993;

**Gorilla**

*Text 4.* The gorilla is commonly known as the gentle giant of the rainfor-
est. The biggest of the apes, sometimes reaching a weight of 300 kilo-
grams and a height of 1.75 metres. The gorilla is quite a friendly creature
unless threatened or provoked. The rainforests which these gorillas
inhabit supply all the fruits and plants they need.

**Orangutan**

*Text 5.* Orangutan means man of the woods. They are called this because
like other great apes, gorillas and chimpanzees they are like humans in
many ways.

At 80 kilograms the male orangutan is by far the largest truly tree-
dwelling. Treetop life for such a heavy animal would be impossible if it
did not possess remarkable hooked hands, hand-like feet, long arms and
tremendous strength. These adaptations allow the orangutan to hang tire-
lessly, for hours at a stretch, suspended by only three limbs while picking

---

3As scribed, this is a blended structure, starting off describing the jaguar (as stocky)
but finishing by classifying it (as a powerful hunter); perhaps *It is* is better read as *Its*,
in which case the clause as a whole is classifying.

3The exception is “have been spotted,” which refers more specifically to sightings of the
jaguar in Mexico.
fruit with the spare hand. It can only hang upside down, clinging with only one foot.

Their Space (whole)

Beyond parts (inhabitants), there is the whole—the place (zoos) where we first meet exotic fauna, and the space (habitats) where we later learn they really belong. Our student geographer uses the report genre to construct a habitat for the jaguars, gorillas and orangutans documented above . . .

Rainforest

Text 6. The name rainforest is commonly applied to the luxurious evergreen forest typical of wet tropical lowlands. Most of these rainforests are situated close to the equator. Factors favourable to the development of the true tropical rainforest are annual rainfall amounts in excess of 1500mm. The rainforest experiences no true dry season. The average temperature lies within the range of 0°C to 45°C.

A characteristic feature of the climate tropical rainforest is the storied or stratified layering of the dense tree canopy. The crowns of the trees usually form three distinguishable stories, but occasionally they form only two. The trees themselves are remarkably uniform in general appearance even though the number of separate species may be large. These tree trunks are usually straight and slender with the bases often flanged by plank buttresses. The foliage consists of large leathery leaves but flowers are usually quite inconspicuous. In most cases, herbaceous ground flora is sparse and the soil bare or thinly covered by dead leaves. An abundance of climbers is characteristic of the forest, however, in addition to almost unbelievable numbers of epiphytes, which grow on trunks, branches and even the leaves of the trees. The latter group of flora include some of the most exotic flowering plants found in any range.

As a report this text draws on similar resources to texts 3-5 above—timeless processes (experiences, lies, form, etc.), generic participants (luxurious evergreen forest, wet tropical lowlands, etc.) and relational processes that describe (These trees trunks are usually straight and slender), compose (The foliage consists of large leathery leaves) and exemplify (A characteristic feature of the climate tropical rainforest is [illustrated by] the storied or stratified layering of the dense tree canopy). Beyond this, the task of generalizing about an entire habitat as opposed to a single species depends on additional resources—specialized geographical terms, including precise measurement (evergreen forest, wet tropical lowlands, the equator, annual rainfall amounts

in excess of 1500mm, the storied or stratified layering of the dense tree canopy, the bases often flanged by plank buttresses, herbaceous ground flora, epiphytes, etc.), abstractions (name, factors, amounts, range, feature, numbers, group) and nominalizations (development, layering, appearance, abundance). These may be configured together in complex nominal groups:

the storied or stratified layering of the dense tree canopy
some of the most exotic flowering plants found in any range.

And several nominal groups involve two lexical modifiers:

the luxurious evergreen forest
wet tropical lowlands
the true tropical rainforest
annual rainfall amounts
no true dry season
three distinguishable stories
large leathery leaves
herbaceous ground flora
the most exotic flowering plants

This proliferation of information is not organized grammatically with respect to location or time, as in texts 1 and 2 above. Rather the information is organized presentationally, by means of theme (Halliday, 1994). First the rainforest as a whole is introduced and described; then the layered structure of the rainforest trees is introduced and described, layer by layer; then ground cover is considered; and then climbers. The sentences introducing each of these phases are presented below, followed by the clause themes they precede; the effect of this information flow is a top to bottom perspective on rainforests’ floral composition.

The name rainforest is commonly applied to the luxurious evergreen forest typical of wet tropical lowlands.
Most of these rainforests
Factors favourable to the development of the true tropical rainforest
The rainforest
The average temperature [of the rainforest]

By which I mean terms referring to nonsensuous experience (i.e., things we can’t see, hear, touch, taste, or feel); Martin (1997b).
For Halliday, Theme in English is realized through clause initial position, and comprises meanings up to and including the first content unit of the clause.
A characteristic feature of the climate, tropical rainforest is the storied or stratified layering of the dense tree canopy.

The crowns of the trees
   but occasionally they [the crowns of the trees]
The trees themselves
   even though the number of separate species [of trees]
These tree trunks
   with the bases [of these trees]
The foliage
   but flowers

In most cases, herbaceous ground flora is sparse
   and the soil

An abundance of climbers is characteristic of the forest, however, in addition to almost unbelievable numbers of epiphytes, which grow on trunks, branches and even the leaves of the trees.
   The latter group of flora

We should also note that generalizing safely depends on a range of hedging resources, which modify the scope of claims. These resources include measure adjectives (some, most), typifying adjectives (typical, characteristic), and semantically related adverbs (commonly, usually, occasionally, often). At this level of generality there is more elasticity in “hard science” than we are sometimes led to believe (cf. Halliday & Martin [1993], Martin & Veel [1998] on science discourses).

Danger (reporting)

Significantly, the report on rainforests focuses on flora; it doesn’t mention the animals that live there. The rainforest is thus constructed as a habitat, rather than an ecosystem; and linking material is needed to connect inhabitants such as jaguars, gorillas, and orangutans to their home. Suitable bridging material is presented in text 7 below, which focuses on fauna and their possible extinction.

Victims Under Threat

Text 7. At one time overhunting was the greatest threat to animals. Since 1600 78 mammals and 94 birds have become extinct. At least one third were wiped out by hunting. Although overhunting is still a serious threat, the destruction of the habitat has become more important. Extinct animals can never be brought back to life. For every species of animal which has been wiped out by man, there are many more which are endangered.

Animals need to be conserved not just because they are beautiful or unusual. The survival of all species, including people, depends upon the maintenance of a wide range of native species in their natural habitat. Survival of species is not a competition between people and animals—it is a matter of living together, with people conserving and managing natural environments to ensure that native species continue to play their roles in the world we all share. These following animals are but a mere few of the species currently battling extinction.

This text begins as a report on threatened fauna, and so configures meanings along the lines outlined for texts 3-6. But in 7 an additional voice is heard—a voice that goes beyond what is to argue for what should be done (the thesis being Animals need to be conserved...); its rhetoric is outlined below (Martin, 1985).

[since]
   At one time overhunting was the greatest threat to animals. Since 1600 78 mammals and 94 birds have become extinct. At least one third were wiped out by hunting. Although overhunting is still a serious threat, the destruction of the habitat has become more important. Extinct animals can never be brought back to life. For every species of animal which has been wiped out by man, there are many more which are endangered.

[therefore]
   Animals need to be conserved

[not just because]
   they are beautiful or unusual.

[but in addition because]
   The survival of all species, including people, depends upon the maintenance of a wide range of native species in their natural habitat.

[the point is that]
   Survival of species is not a competition between people and animals

[rather]
   it is a matter of living together, with people conserving and managing natural environments to ensure that native species continue to play their roles in the world we all share.

[to reinforce this argument, consider]
   These following animals are but a mere few of the species currently battling extinction.

   This expository voice involves denying misconceptions and replacing them with alternative views:
Animals need to be conserved not just because they are beautiful or unusual. [rather] The survival of all species, including people, depends upon the maintenance of a wide range of native species in their natural habitat.

Survival of species is not a competition between people and animals—[rather] it is a matter of living together, with people conserving and managing natural environments to ensure that native species continue to play their roles in the world we all share.

And it involves realigning expectations, by conceding positions and then moving on.

Although overhunting is still a serious threat, the destruction of the habitat has become more important. (par 1)

These following animals are but a mere few of the species currently battling extinction [in case you didn’t realise there were many more].

Alongside these direct engagements with the reader, text 7 makes use of considerable amplification to highlight danger—including highly charged lexis (victim, wiped out, battling) and intensification (greatest threat, serious threat, more important, every species, no more, all species, wide range, we all). As a result of this persuasive discourse what begins looking like a report ends up as exposition. Although the proposal that animals need to be conserved is pivotal, in general the features of the two genres spread across the text in such a way that it is hard to separate one from the other. The text blends report with exposition, as it both introduces fauna under threat and argues for their survival. Some might refer to blended texts of this kind as “mixed genres”? (Kress & Threadgold, 1988; Threadgold, 1997).

In the student writing we are exploring here, text 7 in fact functions as the introduction to texts 3-5 (and an additional report on butterflies we have not considered). And I should now confess that none of 3-5 were written quite as I presented them before. In fact, each text continued on from the canonical report outlined above to deal with threats to the species, as underlined in 3’ and 4’ below.

The Jaguar

Text 3’. In South America, the jaguar is the greatest of the hunters and its vantage point is a tree, the jaguar leaps onto its unsuspecting prey.

Ranging to eight feet in length and 125 to 120 pounds in weight, the jaguar is the largest of all the cats. It is stocky, muscular body, short legs and massive chest make it a powerful and efficient hunter. Although the jungles of Brazil form the centre of the jaguar’s homeland they have been spotted as far away as Mexico.

Through its range, the jaguar adapts to many habitats from the swampy marshes to the stifling rainforests. The jaguar is also a good climber but does most of its hunting on the ground. Deer, tapir, peccary and tayons are frequent victims but the big cat is also fond of fish.

Jaguars have always been prized for their beautiful spotted coats. For many years the jaguar skins were exported annually to the fur markets of the world. In recent years some 23,000 were exported. Many South American countries now protect the jaguar, but unfortunately the big cat can still be legally hunted even where they have already become endangered. In the Amazon Basin, its last stronghold, it is threatened today not only by hunting, but by the loss of suitable habitat as the rainforest is being opened up to timbering, farming, livestock raising and other human activities.

Gorilla

Text 4’. The gorilla is commonly known as the gentle giant of the rainforest. The biggest of the apes, sometimes reaching a weight of 300 kilograms and a height of 1.75 metres. The gorilla is quite a friendly creature unless threatened or provoked.

The rainforests which these gorillas inhabit supply all the fruits and plants they need, but the trouble thing is that these forests are shrinking because the land is continually being cleared for farming. Many of these are sold to zoos or hunted for their fur and paws. As a result, their numbers have dropped alarmingly.

Today the gorillas number only a few thousand, while there are fewer than 400 mountain gorillas.

In zoos and wildlife parks it has taken more than a hundred years for the first of these animals in captivity and with the raising of animals being so difficult it will not be easy to try and restock the wild.

Neither of these texts is as argumentative as text 7. There are no explicit exhortations presented and justified (comparable to “animals need to be conserved because the survival of all species depends on it”), and no comparable replacement of misconceptions. But both reports explicitly construct the writer’s attitude to what is going on (unfortunately, troubling, alarmingly); and expectations are re-aligned (still, even, already, not only... but, only). Perhaps what we are considering here is not so much a blend of report with exposition as an adaptation of the report genre, which here includes consideration of the survival of the species. Threats to the survival of a species naturally attract an emotional response and beg the question as to how extinction can be avoided. Thus the adaptation expands the configuration of meanings canonically associated with the genre, with new “green” meanings to enhance...
the facts construed (Martin, 1986; Veel, 1998). In Australia, we may even have arrived at the point where the canonical structure of the genre in school science and geography needs to be reconsidered, and presented to students in its "greened" discursive form.

**Destruction (explaining)**

Survival depends on understanding danger, both with respect to current threats and with respect to how things got to the state they’re in. So even though geography is canonically concerned with space rather than time, a more historical perspective does serve the interests of the greened discourse we’re exploring here. Our writer does in fact provide a relevant historical account (Coffin 1996, 1997; Veel & Coffin, 1996), explaining extinction as follows:

**Why Animals are Extinct**

*Text 8.* Man has been making animals rare and even extinct for thousands of years, and one of the main ways man has achieved this is by the destruction of their habitat. The destruction of a habitat means that the vital balance between an animal and its environment is disturbed. In ancient times the destruction of habitat and the extinction of animals was quite small. Since then it has rapidly increased. People began to make more use of machines and industrialisation occurred bringing with it changes which would destroy the face of the earth’s environment forever. As the demands grew wood and later coal, supplied the resources needed, this in turn resulted in the destruction of forests and habitats. At the same time that industrialisation was taking place humans were settling in new parts of the world. Whenever they settled, nests were cut down and farms established. This destroyed the habitat of many animals.

**Summing up**

The effects of industrialisation and the need of more land due to the growth of population seriously affected wildlife and still is today already half the worlds tropical rainforests have already been destroyed or irreversibly damaged. This reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats on earth means that by the year 2000 the destruction will be complete and the world will be without these areas.

The text is very heavily nominalized (Halliday, 1998; Halliday & Martin, 1993), much more so than the report and recount genres discussed above. This enables it to cover thousands of years of destruction in just a few clauses. Vast realms of activity are named, and once named, begin and continue to occur:

the destruction of habitat and the extinction of animals was quite small
it [destruction/extinction] has rapidly increased
industrialisation occurred
the demands grew
industrialisation was taking place

Once named, they also affect other nominalizations (“industrialisation bringing change”) and abstractions (“change destroying environment”):

[industrialisation] bringing with it [industrialisation] changes changes which would destroy the face of the earth’s environment forever
A closely related pattern involves not naming, but referring through demonstratives to realms of activity that have been spelled out in the preceding co-text; these anaphoric condensations then affect nominalizations ("this" resulting in destruction) and abstractions ("this" destroying habitats):

As the demands grew
wood and later coal, supplied the resources needed,
this in turn resulted in the destruction of forests and habitats.
At the same time that industrialisation was taking place
humans were settling in new parts of the world.
Whenever they settled,
ests were cut down
and farms established.
This destroyed the habitat of many animals.

The same patterns enable even greater concentrations of abstract causality in the text's introduction and conclusion, where it is needed to predict and summarize (cf. Martin, 1993).

Man has been making animals rare and even extinct for thousands of years, and one of the main ways man has achieved this is by the destruction of their habitat. The destruction of a habitat means that the vital balance between an animal and its environment is disturbed . . .
The effects of industrialisation and the need of more land due to the growth of population seriously affected wildlife and still is today already half the world's tropical rainforests have already been destroyed or irreversibly damaged. This reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats on earth means that by the year 2000 the destruction will be complete and the world will be without these areas.

Throughout the text, the effect of these wordings is to realize causality inside clauses (rather than between them via connectives such as therefore, because, or so). Prepositions (by, due to), nouns (ways, effects) and verbs (making, achieved, bringing, destroy, resulted in, affected, means) are used to relate cause and effect. One advantage of this texture for historians is that people, places, and things, abstractions and nominalizations can be related through a delicate repertoire of causal relations many times larger than that available for connecting clauses to one another (Martin, 1992); another advantage is that it makes room between clauses for temporal connections, as outlined above.

- one of the main ways man has achieved this is by the destruction of their habitat.
- the need of more land due to the growth of population.
- Man has been making animals rare and even extinct.
- man has achieved this [making animals rare and even extinct].
- [industrialization] bringing with it changes.
- changes which would destroy the face of the earth's environment.
- this [demand for resources] ... resulted in the destruction of forests and habitats.
- This destroyed the habitat of many animals.
- The effects of industrialisation and the need of more land due to the growth of population seriously affected wildlife.
- [industrialization/need of more land] still is affecting wildlife today.
- The destruction of a habitat means that the vital balance between an animal and its environment is disturbed.
- This reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats on earth means that by the year 2000 the destruction will be complete and the world will be without these areas.

Survival (advocacy)

What a mess we're in! How to get out of it? For this our writer deploys a fully fledged expository genre, urging appropriate remedies . . .

The Solution

Text 9. The world's remaining rainforests could disappear in one human lifetime. The advanced nations of the world must set the example and develop a growing realisation of the necessity for preserving wild ecosystems and for saving the natural areas that are vital to the well-being of countless species of wildlife and plants. They need to introduce protective laws to help threatened species such as jaguars. The importance of ecology and the living world needs to be incorporated into the education of the young people.

Governments need to curb needless and wasteful use of the Earth's natural resources. They must continue to extend agricultural and scientific knowledge to the underdeveloped nations such as those in Latin America.

Rainforests are lands of immense potential with great opportunities for the development of timber industries, agriculture, mining, forestry
and forest products. However in the rush to achieve short-term advancement and to provide food for the evergrowing population in the world, they will ultimately cause long-term, irreparable damage. To chop down a forest for a quick sale of timber is a shortsighted view. Logging should be controlled to level within the productive capacity of the forest and the human population growth must be checked so that pressure for landuse is eased. It is essential that we support the research of those people who strive for balance between both man and nature.

As far as abstraction is concerned, this text draws on resources similar to those deployed in the historical account reviewed above (text 8). Nominalizations "achieve" nominalizations; and institutions "cause" nominalizations:

However in the rush to achieve short-term advancement and to provide food for the evergrowing population in the world, they [timber industries, agriculture, mining, forestry] will ultimately cause long-term, irreparable damage.

Alongside the voice of explanation however is the voice of advocacy (Martin, 1995a). The text is heavily modalized with verbs (could, must, need, needs, need, must, should, must) and related nominals (necessity, vital, needless, potential, opportunities, irreparable, capacity, essential) concerned with what can and should be done:

Text 9. The world's remaining rainforests could disappear in one human lifetime. The advanced nations of the world must set the example and develop a growing realization of the necessity for preserving wild ecosystems and for saving the natural areas that are vital to the well-being of countless species of wildlife and plants. They need to introduce protective laws to help threatened species such as jaguars. The importance of ecology and the living world needs to be incorporated into the education of the young people.

Governments need to curb needless and wasteful use of the Earth's natural resources. They must continue to extend agricultural and scientific knowledge to the underdeveloped nations such as those in Latin America.

Rainforests are lands of immense potential with great opportunities for the development of timber industries, agriculture, mining, forestry and forest products. However in the rush to achieve short-term advancement and to provide food for the evergrowing population in the world, they will ultimately cause long-term, irreparable damage. To chop down a forest for a quick sale of timber is a shortsighted view. Logging should be controlled to level within the productive capacity of the forest and the human population growth must be checked so that pressure for landuse is eased. It is essential that we support the research of those people who strive for balance between both man and nature.

Alongside telling us what to do, the text justifies its appeal by drawing on an evaluative lexis that positions us in specific ways to sympathize with the writer's position. Let's work our way into this lexical positioning by returning to the summative evaluation of the historical account (text 8):

... The effects of industrialisation and the need of more land due to the growth of population seriously affected wildlife and still is today already half the worlds tropical rainforests have already been destroyed or irreversibly damaged. This reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats on earth means that by the year 2000 the destruction will be complete and the world will be without these areas.

Here, the effect of industrialization and population growth on rainforests is summed up as this reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats on earth. The nominal group is strongly amplified (reckless, ravaging, most amazing), reinforcing the negative evaluation; and it evaluates the "ravaging" as reckless—as utterly careless of the consequences of what was going on. It is instructive to contrast this negative evaluation with alternatives, which might have drawn on complementary interpretive frames; for example the normality of what was going on, the capacity of those responsible, or their veracity, or propriety. Contrast...

[normality] This extraordinary ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats...
[capacity] This uninformed ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats...
[tenacity] This reckless ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats...
[veracity] This hypocritical ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats...
[propriety] This immoral ravaging of some of the most amazing habitats...

A general framework for interpreting judgments of this kind is presented in Martin (1999). Our student writer attributes "ravaging" to carelessness, rather than to behavior we might think of as abnormal, ignorant, dishonest... 

8Note that it is the nominalization ("ravaging") that enables the evaluation, as English resources for judging behavior are concentrated in the nominal group.
est, or immoral. This implies, of course, that if we were more careful, then rainforests (and life as we know it) might yet be saved.

In text 9, a related rhetoric of evaluation is deployed to align readers. The key terms in this process are analyzed below, reflecting my reading of the text, taking the terms needless, wasteful, short-term, and shortsighted as establishing a motif of recklessness that the writer wants readers to turn around.

**Text 9.** The world’s remaining rainforests could disappear in one human lifetime. The **advanced** [capacity/positive] nations of the world must set the example [tenacity/positive] and develop a growing realisation of the necessity for preserving wild ecosystems and for saving the natural areas that are vital to the **well-being** [capacity/positive] of countless species of wildlife and plants. They need to introduce **protective** [propriety/positive] laws to help **threatened** [normality/negative] species such as jaguars. **Governments need to curb unethical** [propriety/negative] and **greedy** [propriety/negative] use of the Earth’s natural resources. They must continue to extend agricultural and scientific knowledge to the **underdeveloped** [capacity/negative] nations such as those in Latin America.

Rainforests are lands of immense potential with great opportunities for the development of timber industries, agriculture, mining, forestry and forest products. However in the rush to achieve **short-term** [tenacity/negative] advancement and to provide food for the evergrowing population in the world, they will ultimately cause **long-term** [normality/negative], **irreparable** [normality/negative] damage. To chop down a forest for a quick sale of timber is a **shortsighted** [tenacity/negative] view. Logging should be controlled to level within the productive capacity of the forest and the human population growth must be checked so that pressure for landuse is eased. It is essential that we support the research of those people who strive for **balance** [propriety/positive] between both man and nature.

It might be useful at this point to contrast this evaluative stance with an alternative that argues that unethical behavior rather than carelessness is responsible for the damage to rainforests (with unethical, greedy, insensitive, and corrupt replacing needless, wasteful, short-term, and shortsighted). The switch from social esteem to social sanction makes the text more severe in the way it assigns blame for “ravaging”; in text 9 the solution has to do with morality (as opposed to being just a little more careful).

**Text 9.** The world’s remaining rainforests could disappear in one human lifetime. The **advanced** [capacity/positive] nations of the world have a **moral obligation** [propriety/positive] to develop a growing realisation of the necessity for preserving wild ecosystems and for saving the natural areas that are vital to the **well-being** [capacity/positive] of countless species of wildlife and plants. They need to introduce **protective** [propriety/positive] laws to help **threatened** [normality/negative] species such as jaguars. **Governments need to curb unethical** [propriety/negative] and **greedy** [propriety/negative] use of the Earth’s natural resources. They must continue to extend agricultural and scientific knowledge to the **underdeveloped** [capacity/negative] nations such as those in Latin America.

Rainforests are lands of immense potential with great opportunities for the development of timber industries, agriculture, mining, forestry and forest products. However in the rush to achieve **insensitive** [propriety/negative] advancement and to provide food for the evergrowing population in the world, they will ultimately cause **long-term** [normality/negative], **irreparable** [normality/negative] damage. To chop down a forest for a quick sale of timber is a **corrupt** [propriety/negative] practice. Logging should be controlled to level within the productive capacity of the forest and the human population growth must be checked so that pressure for landuse is eased. It is essential that we support the research of those people who strive for **balance** [propriety/positive] between both man and nature.

In the original text, of course, it is the recklessness motif that in a sense absolves readers from their past and opens the way for them to care—to introduce protective laws and to strive for a balance between man and nature. Which readers? Readers, it would appear, from advanced countries, who educate their young about ecology, vote for governments that conserve resources, spread the word to underdeveloped countries, and foster research. What kind of solution is this? One that completely ignores the political and ultimately economic interests responsible for past ravaging, the very interests that will continue ravaging as long as global capitalism determines our relations with one another and the ecosystem we share? Probably. What kind of depoliticized greening is this? Will it save the planet? Plenty to think about here.

The critical point is that the writer is aligning readers with respect to values; the text is telling you what to do and why, with respect to what you believe in. And evaluation of this kind is a feature of green discourse in general. It moves beyond the objective face of physical geography (and science)
to construct a much more overtly politicized position. As it does so, we need to look very carefully at the values to which green geography or science subscribe. The fact that green discourse has worked its way so quickly through the mainstream curriculum should give us pause—to ask what kinds of depoliticization have taken place. A generation that simply tries to be more careful is probably not exactly what our planet needs.

From Little Things, Big Things Grow

Perhaps at this point I should come clarify the global structure of the writing under discussion here. Entitled Endangered Species, it was written by a Year 8 student, as homework in 1991. Its scaffolding is outlined below, using the writer’s own headings; subsections have been cross-referenced to their numbering as exemplars above.

Contents
Rainforest (text 6)
Why animals are extinct (text 8)
Victims under threat (text 7)
The Jaguar (text 3)
Gorilla (text 4)
Orangutan (text 5 and “green” extension)
Butterfly
The Solution (text 9)
Bibliography

In addition the text included seven images (six photos of rainforest animals, and a map of equatorial and tropical rainforest ecosystems). Overall, then, the student’s text was a multimodal macrogenre, drawing on four different genres and two types of image. For reasons of space, I will not deal with images here; for relevant discussion of them see van Leeuwen (1992), van Leeuwen and Humphrey (1996), and Veel (1998). Martin (1995b) discusses the structure of macrogenres, drawing on general semantic variables proposed in Halliday (1994). These include elaboration, where meanings are restated, clarified, or exemplified in different words (=); extension, where meanings are accumulated, as additions, alternatives, or contrasts (+); enhancement, where meanings qualify one another with respect to time, place, manner, cause, or condition (x); and projection, where meanings act as the source of others by quoting or reporting them (“). In these terms, the verbal text consists of the title, which is elaborated by the table of contents, which is in turn elaborated by the rest of the

---

macrogenre; next comes the report on rainforests, which is extended by the historical account of why animals are extinct, extended by an included macrogenre introduced by the report/exposition on victims under threat, itself elaborated by four reports (the jaguar report, extended by the gorilla report, extended by the orangutan report, extended by the butterfly report); the overall macrogenre is then enhanced by the exposition explaining what needs to be done, and concludes with references sourcing the ideas presented in the text. The macrogenre also includes six images exemplifying endangered species, and a map extending the report on rainforests by cartographically locating them. An outline of this structure is presented below.

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Title

CONTENTS

Table of contents

= [image of jaguar]

RAINFOREST

= [REPORT]

... WHY ANIMALS ARE EXTINCT + [HISTORICAL ACCOUNT]
+ [map of equatorial and tropical rainforest ecosystems]

... VICTIMS UNDER THREAT + [REPORT/EXPOSITION]

... THE JAGUAR = ([REPORT]

... GORILLA + [REPORT]

... = [image of mountain gorilla]

ORANGUTAN + [REPORT]

... = [image of orangutan]

BUTTERFLY + [REPORT]

... = [image of butterfly]

THE SOLUTION x [HORTATORY EXPOSITION]

... Bibliography

... [references]

---

10Age 13/14 years in the New South Wales system.
This is a lot of meaning. It took a lot of meaning to do the job, more than could be managed by a canonical report on, say, rainforests or jaguars (cf. Caizen, 1996; Schleppreggell, 1998). To construct this “greened” discourse, the student used a renovated report genre, including consideration of endangerment; the student also composed a hybrid report and exposition genre, to introduce endangered animals and urge conservation; and the student assembled these into a macroreport, along with an additional historical and expository genre, and seven images, to get the message across. Environmentalism has recontextualized canonical geography, as reflected in the renovation, hybridization, and multimodal assemblage reviewed here.

Note in passing that the term “mixed genre” is less than helpful as a characterization of discourse of this kind. For one thing, it confuses system and instance (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999). In order to mix genres, we need something “canonical” to mix. Accordingly we need to distinguish genre (system) from text (instantiation)—to distinguish recurrent configurations of meaning immanent in our culture from the textual instances that draw on one or more of them to reinforce these configurations or nudge the culture along. For another, the ways in which texts can draw on genres is varied, and a single cover term like “genre mixing” draws attention away from this variation. Above, we considered renovation, hybridization, multimodality, and macrogeneric assemblages—all very different ways of “combining” genres. Other possibilities include embedding, where one genre functions as a stage in another (Martin, 1995b), and contextual metaphor, where one genre stands in for another (e.g., children’s stories as scientific explanations; Martin 1990, 1997a, 1997b). The range of variation reflects the diversity of social factors at play: to study change we need a rich model, not a reductive one.

As discussed above, however, the range of meaning instantiated here does have its limitations. The notion that human carelessness is responsible for extinction is just one reading. In this respect, critical theorists might well regard the text as insensitive to the economics and politics of environmental degradation; it is just not deconstructive enough. Beyond this, the text places endangered animals in their rainforest habitat, but does not attend to the inter-

11The range of variation will come as no surprise to functional grammarians, who deal regularly with renovation (“Don’t disappear that overhead!”), blends (“It’s a stocky, muscled body, short legs and massive chest make the jaguar a powerful and efficient hunter.”), multimodality (“3 of them went POW!”), clause complexing (“Yes, but Anna will probably always be a bit shorter than you, ‘cos Anna’s Mummy and Daddy are much shorter than Mummy and Daddy, so Anna will probably never be as tall as you even when she’s grown up.”), embedding (“Factors [favourable to the development of the true tropical forest] are annual rainfall amounts in excess of 1500mm.”) and grammatical metaphor (“The effects of industrialisation and the need of more land due to the growth of population seriously affected wildlife and still is today”); Halliday (1994), Matthiessen (1995), Martin et al. (1997).

action of flora and fauna in this habitat as an ecosystem. For this it would have drawn on a range of explanation genres that focus on such interaction; that is, some of the sequential explanations, causal explanations, theoretical explanations, factorial explanations, consequential explanations, and explorations discussed in Veel (1992, 1995) and Unsworth (1997a, 1997b, 1998) (for related teaching materials see Humphrey, 1996; Humphrey & Takans, 1996; Sikes & Humphrey, 1996). In this respect, ecologists might well regard the text as inadequate, because the understandings needed to effect change are not provided. One is left with the suspicion that green geography is simply canonical geography supplemented by the right kinds of attitude, expressed in discourse that asserts values and urges change—a co-option of ecology in place of genuine renovations and their implications for changes to our contemporary political and economic order. Whose geography, we have to ask, is this?

Envoi

Summing up the effects of environmentalism on Australian secondary school science, Veel (1998, p. 140) comments as follows:

Environmentalism, being an ideology, mobilises both the resources of humanities rhetoric and scientific knowledge. It is this merging of the scientific and the rhetorical in the written mode which characterises the language of environmentalism. It allows writers both to mobilise the kinds of technical meanings made possible by scientific discourse, and simultaneously to explore the issue of the relationship between humans and the environment, presenting the reader with propositions about humans and the environment and making proposals for action.

As was shown in the text discussed above, environmentalism has had a closely related impact on school geography. Humphrey (1996, pp. 1-2) notes that the junior secondary syllabus informing texts 3-9 includes outcomes requiring that students “demonstrate a commitment to improve environmental quality, make predictions about the consequences of environmental change, explain interaction between communities and environments, assess the impacts of an international or global issue on Australian communities, and interpret and critically examine video and print media material.” To achieve these outcomes, scientific and rhetorical discourse have to be reconciled; and as Veel (1998, p. 140) notes, this “requires a sophisticated control over a large number of linguistic resources in the written mode.”

12Veel (1998, pp. 121-122) distinguishes two strands of environmentalism—the romantic and the scientific/rationalist; the romantic seems to have won out over the rationalist here.
As far as genre is concerned, reconciliation would seem to depend on the ability to draw on a range of genres, some typifying traditional science discourse (i.e., report and explanation), others traditional humanities discourse (historical account and exposition). And as noted above, a variety of strategies for reconciling science with humanities are available, including renovation, hybridization, multimodality, macrogenericity, embedding, and metaphor. I would insist that all of these strategies ultimately depend on controlling canonical variables. If you don’t control the genres you’re drawing on, you won’t be able to marshal them effectively in multimodal macrogenres that resolve the complementary voices of the geography syllabus. Seen in these terms, the text reviewed shows promise, but has some gaps. Ideally, by the end of junior secondary school, green and canonical voices would be better reconciled.\(^{13}\)

Is discourse all that matters? Is writing really going to save the world? Obviously there is more than writing going on. As Veel notes, green discourse has given rise to complex multimodal texts in which writing and images interact in new ways. And these texts are just one part of classroom activity (Christie, 1996), which involves action alongside language and imaging. And this activity is itself contextualized by physical and biological processes around and beyond our world (Lemke, 1995). With so much social and material context to deal with, what is to be done?

One solution is the interdisciplinary one. To cover relevant ground linguists cooperate with critical and cultural theorists, educators, geographers, scientists, and so on to renovate curricula. Talking across disciplines is a problem; but where consolidating agendas are available, such as feminism or environmentalism, then dialogue is possible. And useful work can be done, together. The alternative solution is transdisciplinary and involves disciplines building their own models of what other disciplines are interested in. For example, activity theorists (I’m thinking here of the Mind Culture Activity federation around Cole and Wertsch) cover language by treating it as a kind of activity (Kamberelis & Bovino, 1999; Russell, 1997; Wells, 1994, 1996); functional linguists\(^{14}\) on the other hand cover activity by treating it as a kind of meaning (Martin, 1998) and similarly cover image (Callow, 1996; Kress & van Leeuwen, 1996; O’Toole, 1994) and sound (van Leeuwen, 1999). The advantage of the transdisciplinary perspective is that it uses a common metalanguage across inquiries, and this fosters dialogue in a way that political agendas may not. My own interest is in transdisciplinary initiatives (e.g., Christie, 1998; Cope & Kalantzis, 1999; Martin & Veel, 1998; The New London Group, 1996; Unsworth, 1999; cf. Hyon, 1996; Miller, 1984); the closer we get to Lemke’s notion (e.g., 1995) of an ecosocial semiotic transdiscipline, the closer we’ll be to enacting our theories in ways that matter to us and the various politics in which we are engaged.

Green geography. It’s happening. Even as this text unfolds. Can it be more than attitude—more than caring and urging change? Let’s hope so. We need romantic rationality and more to see this planet through!
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\(^{13}\)For discussion of a more successful text from Year 11 that draws on report, explanation, and exposition genres, see Lee and Green (1990), Green and Lee (1994), Lee (1996). Lee (1996, p.163) in fact considers this text to have moved beyond reconciliation to a postenvironmentalist stance (see also Lee, 1993, 1997; Unsworth, 1997c). Unfortunately, Lee’s attendant critique of language in education work informed by functional linguistics is a virtual one, based on fears about imagined implementations of Wignell et al. (1990). For the record, Wignell et al. focused on canonical physical geography in order to complement parallel research into the canonical discourse of history (Egins et al., 1993), as part of our initial efforts to deconstruct the secondary school curriculum; classroom interventions were based on several years further research in the Disadvantaged Schools Program’s Write it Right Project, which ran from 1990 to 1996 (for a sampling of this research see Christie & Martin, 1997; for related teaching materials see Coffin, 1996, and Humphrey, 1996, on history and geography respectively).

\(^{14}\)See also Matthiessen (1998), Halliday and Matthiessen (1999) on cognition as meaning.


